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No fireplace – but still a fire! 
 
A fireplace connection is not possible? But you don't have to do without a fire - an electric 

fire is a real alternative. 

At any time and in any room - just press a button and you can enjoy an authentic fire experience. 

a t t i k a is expanding its existing range of fireplaces, stoves and gas fireplaces with the two 

electric fires eSENSE Single and eSENSE Living. 

 

eSENSE works with water vapor and dynamically dimmed LED light. The high -quality imitation 

ceramic wood, ceramic chips and glass splinters are assembled by hand by employees of a 

charitable institution in Zug (GGZ), making each eSENSE unique. In addition t o the cozy fire 

effect, eSENSE also humidifies the room air and thus improves the indoor climate. The electric 

fire does not generate any heat and therefore poses no danger at any time. There are no odors 

or emissions. eSENSE is therefore not only a special eye-catcher in any room, but also a good 

solution for the environment. 

 

eSENSE Living is a finished piece of furniture made of steel in black or nickel with an integrated 

tank and pump. With its oak finish and glass surround, the furniture offers a freestanding and 

elegant solution. eSENSE Single, on the other hand, can be installed individually. The electric 

fire is also available with an integrated tank, but also offers the option of an external tank 

solution or a direct water connection. 

eSENSE Single 

eSENSE Living 



 

   

An electric fire is not simply a compromise that you make when there is no fireplace connection. 

The electric fire is particularly suitable for high-density construction, for apartments in cities, 

hotels, restaurants or bars. eSENSE adds atmosphere and cosiness to the room. It fits in 

perfectly with an architecturally individual and stylish installation. The power consumption is 

around 100 watts, which is comparable to the power consumption of a modern flat -screen TV.  

 

With eSENSE, no fire protection requirements need to be met. The electric fire is a real 

alternative for anyone who doesn't have a fireplace but still doesn't want to do without fire. It is 

sustainable, emission-free and environmentally friendly.  
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eSENSE Living 
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/g81gtfodpwovmzlr5jdcc/h?rlkey=tw31dxoprhxgbx
n7huyha8d5j&dl=0 
 
eSENSE Single 
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/j18bw6q5e9elbxajauxxb/h?rlkey=gk15yusuk1odko
l7bsyvooilb&dl=0 
 

 
 
About the company Attika Feuer AG 
The Swiss company based in Cham has been developing and marketing stoves and fireplace inserts 
for over 40 years. Production takes place in the sister company RAIS in Denmark. Various fireplaces 
have won numerous international design awards. Today, Attika and RAIS employ around 130 people. 
The products are sold through qualified specialist dealers in thirteen European countries as well as in 
North America, Australia, New Zealand and Japan. 
 
www.attika.ch / www.attika-shop.ch / info@attika.ch 
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